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The Ram truck has been our top-rated light-duty pickup since this latest generation debuted for
It sets the bar for the class in terms of technology integration, interior materials quality and ride
comfort while providing stout towing and hauling capabilities. For , the competition will be
significantly tougher: Ford is set to launch its redesigned F for The F is coming to market with
big interior improvements and lots of serious new tech. Can it dethrone the Ram ? Not if Ram
has anything to say about it. This year's gets new optional tech features such as a driver
head-up display, an available digital rearview mirror, new performance and off-road readouts via
the inch touchscreen, and a trailer reverse control system that steers the truck for you as you
direct your trailer into your parking spot. Small potatoes, you say? It features a supercharged 6.
That's a lot of russets. Ram says the TRX can go from 0 to 60 mph in just 4. But that's not all.
The TRX also gets wide-body fenders, inch tires, a specialized suspension, a reinforced frame
and a 2-inch chassis lift, all for enhanced off-road high-speed performance. Then again, that's
the beauty of a full-size truck â€” there's a version to pretty much match every need, want and
budget. For now, the Ram leads the full-size pickup pack. But check back later this year to find
out how it compares to the new F Edmunds purchased a Ram and drove it for two years and
nearly 50, miles. To learn more about our experiences, read our Ram long-term test. We cover
everything from seat comfort to real-world fuel economy and durability. Note that we tested a
Ram but it and the truck are of the same generation, so most of our observations still apply.
Finally, new for is the TRX , an off-road-focused version with many exclusive features. You can
get the Ram in a quad-cab or crew-cab configuration. They're both crew cabs, but the quad cab
has less rear legroom. The quad cab comes with a long bed 6 feet, 4 inches , while the crew-cab
can be had with the long bed or a short bed 5 feet, 7 inches. The Ram can be had with one of
four available engines, with availability depending on the trim level and configuration. They
include:. All Ram s come with an eight-speed automatic transmission. For most s, rear-wheel
drive is standard and four-wheel drive is optional. The real leap with the Big Horn and Lone Star
comes in the way of available options, which include:. If you value off-road capability, the Rebel
builds on the Big Horn equipment with:. Ram takes a sharp turn toward luxury with the Laramie
trim. Standard equipment builds on the Big Horn and adds:. The luxurious Limited gets the 5.
Right at the top of the heap comes the all-new TRX. While the Rebel is adapted for off-roading,
the TRX seems to have mud flowing through its veins. It builds on the Limited and standard
equipment includes the supercharged 6. Many features available on the higher trims are
available on the lower trims as options. Other key optional features include:. This truck is
amazing. The comfort level is off the charts and there's more than enough power for what I tow.
There are a few things to be aware of, but not complaints.. The night edition came with a 3. I did
replace the stock tires pretty quickly with cooper AT3 4s to better suit my needs though this
didn't seem to effect the mpg. The new tires gave me a little better handling on curvy roads. The
only real problem with the truck is that I don't want to stop driving it. It started out great than
right before I owned the car for two weeks all alerts popped up up for esc along w front and rear
park assist. It began to smoke from underneath, only to notice leaking transmission fluid. Next
day moved it for the plow-battery light on--ok time for a hwy ride, maybe a dud battery--go 10
k-engine light, blind-spot warning, oil light, then lose heat, radio--then steering locked going
then engine dies-skids to a halt in the right lane mins later started and limped to side of the road
The truck looks great it is pretty comfortable, although some comforts are mediocre. For
example the sunvisor, an inch gap on the left and when you swing it around to the side window
and inch gap behind it. Fortunately the surround camera solves that problem when backing out
of my steep narrow driveway. You know like my four-year-old Ridgeline did. I do love the 12 inch
display not sure why they made the size of the clock set at a quarter inch tallâ€¦ How many
young people with great eyes can afford to buy this thing? The dash lights go from really dim to
dim and then really bright I really want someplace between the dim and the really bright. The
panoramic sunroof is beautiful, some nights I get home tired and just want to recline the seat
and stare at the stars. One box had a 4 mm gap the other one 7 mm. Coming from the Honda
Ridgeline with the trunk in the bed, I love the Rambox. The multifunction tailgate is also great.
Oh the lane keepâ€¦. This is where Ram hired some old engineers, whose last job was working
on Pong video games. All the technology to do it right is on the Ram, but instead of using it, the
program it like a pong video games. I only have miles, and my mileage us running around It
should be getting 19 to 24, 21 average. My fear is, the fit and trim is as bad inside the engine, as
on the outside of the truck. Write a review. See all 10 reviews. In this drag race, we take three
popular pickup trucks to the racetrack to find out which one is the fastest. These full-size
pickups are three of the most powerful around, obviously excluding the off-road-specialized
Ram TRX. Which truck has the best time? Are the results the same in 2WD and 4WD? Yes, but
are they fast? Also, yes. And today, we're going to find out which one is the fastest. For that,
we've got a very special guest: the Ford F Hybrid. Yes, it is a hybrid. No, it is not officially called

the hybrid. It is called Power Boost because that sounds cooler. It's also got a very impressive
horsepower, and pound feet of torque. John is behind the wheel of that one, and I think he's
feeling like all the pressure is on him right now. And I'm going to go ahead and agree because
that will take all the pressure off of me. The Carbon Pro Package comes with a carbon
composite bed that is lightweight and extra durable. That actually makes the Sierra, by far, the
lightest truck that we have in this Drag Race today. If that wasn't enough, there's also a huge 6.
Finally, in the third trunk we've got Elana and she is piloting a RAM 1, now that has an engine
that we're very familiar with a 5. Honestly, that's a lot of power, but it's kind of the underdog in
this race today. But you never know what's going to happen, so let's see which truck is fastest.
Before we get into the racing, don't forget to hit that Subscribe button like my job depends on it,
so you don't miss any of our videos. And there's a edmands. On top of that, if you go to
edmands. OK, guys, for this first run, let's go two wheel drive and see how it goes. So we'll see
how that goes. On go. I think I got Elana. Oh, no. John's catching up. Oh, no, he's going to take
it. But I did think I had you for a good couple of seconds, and then that was that. No, the RAM is
a great truck. Now so I'm just not satisfied with the five seven. I mean, I don't know. I'd want to
go back to back to back to see the difference. I mean, maybe my problem was just that I wasn't
putting all the power down. So let's remedy that and put John where he belongs. All right, John,
Ryan, you guys are putting it in four wheel drive high. It's pretty simple here. I just press a
button. High four automatic. Oh, better, better, better. Might have it this time. Oh, that was so
close. I honestly don't know. He got me at the very end, but I think I might have crossed the line
first. John, do you know who won? I was creeping up, but I couldn't catch you. I don't know if
being in four made a difference, or I was just sleeping at the light. I mean, no one can say I'm
not trying. I mean, I think it's nice of you, John, to at least give us a moment of thinking that we
might have a chance at winning. From 40 miles an hour, we'll all be traveling together, and then
we'll all smash it and see who can win from there. So that is going to be more of a real world
replication, like if you're merging onto a highway or you're traveling down a straight road, and
need to pass a slow Prius in front of you. Rolling race. Here we go. Let's see, homes. Mash it.
Come on, carbon fiber. Come on, 6. Nope, not happening. F wins this time. Congratulations,
John. But it's bittersweet because there's no skill involved, whatsoever. I can't be really that
proud, it's just mash it and keep it straight. As fun and dramatic as that was, our real world race
isn't really that surprising. Here's why: the results were pretty predictable based on our own
independent instrumental track testing. That showed the F blasting to 60 miles an hour in just 5.
With the Sierra in hot pursuit at six seconds flat, and the Ram finishing in style at 7. Again, the
Ram, well, at least it looked good. When it comes to braking, again, the Ford and GMC are neck
and neck, with the F besting the group at feet to a complete stop. While the Sierra needed and
the Ram took Finally, on the skid pad, the Sierra took top honors measuring 0. If anything, this
test drove home the pure beastly power of the GMC's 6. But even more than that, it showed the
astonishing ability of the F s hybrid system to counteract all this additional weight. OK, three
races down. I caught him once, so that's one for the Sierra. But the other two went pretty
decisively to the F That is a seriously fast truck. All three of these trucks are impressive. This
one is impressive because of old school brute force. The RAM is impressive because it's just
comfort everywhere you look. And the Ford is impressive because that thing feels like the
future. And I wouldn't be surprised if a few years from now, we're having a three way hybrid
race between these three brands. Who knows? But until then, F wins into Drag Race, and it was
fun finding that out. Thanks for watching. Don't forget to like and subscribe so we can keep
making more videos like this. And click the links in the description for more information on all
three of these trucks. Even as we await the arrival of the redesigned Ford F, it's worth noting
that the current F is an excellent pickup. Available with a number of engine choices, cab
configurations and in-car tech, the F covers all the bases. On-road comfort is admirable, and
you'll find several trim levels that'll fit your luxury fancy. The Silverado is a robust full-size truck
with a lot to offer. It's spacious on the inside, with easy-to-use controls and an attractive cabin
design. The bed has several large tie-down points for big cargo, and there are a number of
diverse powertrains to choose from. However, the Silverado can't match the Ram for interior
refinement or ride quality. A bit more basic than we'd prefer, the Nissan Titan is a simple soul.
The Titan offers only one engine â€” a V8 â€” and only one axle ratio. That limits towing and
hauling capabilities, and it means the Titan's fuel economy estimates can't compare with those
of its modern turbocharged rivals. But if you're looking for a no-frills work truck, the Titan offers
a competitive price up against more feature-packed rivals. The Ram is offered in the following
submodels: Crew Cab, Hybrid. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Ram and
all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the 3. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to
sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about
any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value,

interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers
with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Ram and all model years in our
database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the featuring deep
dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds
also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive
reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial
team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles
through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail to their
competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different ways
people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families and
our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want
to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Shop Edmunds' car, SUV, and
truck listings of over 6 million vehicles to find a cheap new, used, or certified pre-owned CPO
Ram for sale near. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car
from our massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a
used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer
reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Ram Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Ram Ram Photos Videos 2. Select year - New - New. Select
a type Crew Cab Hybrid. Other years. Pros Unique suspension delivers unequaled ride
smoothness and control Cabin is roomy, quiet and laden with useful storage and tech features
Great combo of fuel economy and towing power from available diesel engine Range-topping
TRX promises exceptional off-road abilities and performance Cons Common driver assist
features are limited to higher trims What's new New TRX variant with horsepower V8 engine
Newly available head-up display New optional Trailer Reverse Steering Control Part of the fifth
Ram generation introduced in What's it like to live with? The Ram offers uncommonly smooth
driving manners because of its distinct rear suspension design. You also get unique upscale
interior highlighted by the optional inch infotainment display. The V6 and V8 engines are both
solid choices, but the reintroduced second-generation EcoDiesel V6 has even more going for it.
Our test truck had the V8 engine and the eight-speed transmission. They work so well together
that we could recommend this truck on that basis alone. It's strong, and it's easy to drive in just
about every situation. The same can largely be said for the newly reintroduced EcoDiesel
powertrain â€” especially if you appreciate the pulling power of diesel torque. But there's much
more to the Ram than solid powertrain choices. We've tested many Ram configurations, and
they all impress us with their steady steering, confident braking and secure handling. Ram's
decade-old decision to walk away from leaf springs and switch to a coil-spring rear suspension
continues to pay dividends. We're surprised no one has followed its lead. Wind and road noise
is minimal, particularly in higher trim levels. Even the rumbling V8 provides only a soothing
soundtrack unless you decide to open it up. The Ram expertly soaks up varying road
imperfections and does it without the rough ride you'd normally expect from a light-duty pickup.
The front seats are nicely shaped to provide comfort and support over long distances, and
that's even true of the entry-level Tradesman. Even the rear bench has an agreeable backrest
angle, and it reclines a surprising amount in higher trims. The Ram crew cab's interior is a
pleasing place to spend time. The doors open wide to make it easy to get in, and all four doors
have their own chunky and well-positioned grab handles. For the driver, there are easy-to-reach
controls and a commanding view of the road. Passengers in any seat will find plenty of
headroom, legroom and shoulder room. The cabin is spacious, and the Ram has more rear
legroom and foot clearance than competing trucks. Although the rearview mirror is a bit small,
the Ram's large windows and clever hood design help with outward visibility overall. The
optional inch touchscreen is a dazzling addition to any vehicle, let alone a pickup truck. It offers

a huge map and sharp graphics. The 8. Meanwhile, the 5-inch screen in the Tradesman has the
basics down pat. Ram unfortunately does not include any driver assist features as standard
equipment. Only the Laramie model and above offer parking assistance sensors, forward
collision and lane departure mitigation. When it's equipped, adaptive cruise control does a good
job of bringing the truck down to a complete stop. Automated parking assistance is available,
and it works admirably. Tow ratings, particularly for the diesel, are stout for this class. With the
V8 or the diesel engine, most of the Ram 's common configurations can pull more than 11,
pounds, and some exceed 12, pounds. The optional RamBox locking bins built into the side of
the bed are useful for storing tools or towing equipment. There's also an optional two-way
tailgate that can open downward or outward like doors. Interior storage space is another area
where the truck shines. Its center console is enormous and highly configurable. The Ram can
be ordered with hidden compartment spaces in the rear floor, underneath the rear seats or in
the back cushions themselves. But the EcoDiesel V6 is the mpg star here. With rear-wheel drive,
it posts an EPA-estimated 26 mpg combined. With the optional gallon tank, it can go about 1,
highway miles on a fillup. Our 4WD test truck with the diesel returned a The Ram 's build
quality, at first, feels and looks great, especially in the more upscale trim levels such as Big
Horn, Laramie and beyond. However, after spending some extended time in a long-term test
truck, we experienced a few part failures, revealing lesser quality than we originally perceived.
Ram pricing remains pretty competitive, though. Ram's engine choices are largely independent
of trim, so you're not forced to spend more for a big engine if you want an economical V6 in a
nicely trimmed truck. On the flip side, you can also buy the top-tier diesel in something like a
Tradesman work truck, a unique move that makes it a diesel bargain compared to the
competition. You won't find anything more than the usual warranty coverage, but that's no bad
thing. The Ram is a smart and civilized truck that doesn't drive like anything else in its class.
Much of that is attributable to its independent rear suspension, which makes it pleasing to drive
and gives it an uncommonly smooth ride. Opting for the Rebel off-road version will get you
more off-road potential with no real loss in comfort. Once known for big-rig styling, the Ram is
now more stylish and aerodynamic. It doesn't hit you over the head with a tough-truck theme.
This aesthetic carries over inside, where the Ram impresses with a handsome look that is
logically laid out and oozes quality. And the inch screen and reclining rear seat never get old.
While we'd love to recommend the fully bonkers off-road TRX model to all Ram buyers, we know
it's not the practical pickup that most buyers will need. Instead, the Laramie should work out
well for most Ram buyers. It comes with some desirable standard equipment such as an 8. It
also gives you access to optional tech and safety features that aren't available on the
Tradesman or the Big Horn. They include: A 3. It comes with Ram's eTorque system, which is a
mild hybrid system that slightly improves fuel economy and engine stop-start smoothness.
Standard equipment builds on the Big Horn and adds: 8. Other key optional features include:
Reverse steering control use of a dashboard-mounted knob controls the truck's steering wheel
in a direction that will guide a trailer into a desired spot Digital rearview mirror Head-up display
Wireless device charging RamBox cargo storage Dual-pane panoramic sunroof gallon fuel tank
speaker Harman Kardon audio system Finally, the Advanced Safety Group option package gets
you: Adaptive cruise control adjusts speed to maintain a constant distance between the vehicle
and the car in front Surround-view camera system gives you a top-down view of the Ram and its
surroundings for tight parking situations Lane keeping assist steers the Ram back into its lane
if it begins to drift over the lane marker. Read more. Find savings on the for sale near you. ZIP
Code. See Pricing. See all lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the Most helpful consumer
reviews 5 out of 5 stars, Incredible truck. Ford F vs. Ram vs. Drag Race! Laramie 4dr Crew Cab
4WD 5. Rebel 4dr Crew Cab 4WD 5. Check your price quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer
price:. Get started Already have a dealer quote? Blind-Spot Monitoring Alerts you when a
vehicle is in your blind spot and can extend its coverage when you're towing a trailer. Lane
Departure Warning Plus Can apply steering effort to assist the driver with corrective action
when the system detects the vehicle drifting from the lane. Side Impact Test Good. Ford F Even
as we await the arrival of the redesigned Ford F, it's worth noting that the current F is an
excellent pickup. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 7 reviews. Related
Articles. FAQ Is the Ram a good car? The Edmunds experts tested the both on the road and at
the track, giving it a 8. You probably care about Ram fuel economy, so it's important to know
that the gets an EPA-estimated 21 mpg to 23 mpg, depending on the configuration. And then
there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Ram is reliable, read
Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to
live with the Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to
compare the 's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider
if you're wondering whether the Ram is a good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the

and gave it a 8. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all
be factors in determining whether the is a good car for you. If you're interested in the Ram , the
next question is, which model is right for you? What do people think of the Ram ? Edmunds
Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the
Ram and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a
member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New Ram
? Which Ram s are available in my area? Can't find a new Ram s you want in your area?
Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Ram ? Check out Ram
lease specials. Sign Up. Our verdict. How does the drive? How comfortable is the ? How
economical is the ? Is the a good value? As anyone who has owned a truck knows, all trucks
have their issues. The Dodge Ram , while an overall dependable truck, has its own set of
problems that may crop up, getting in the way of work, play, and dipping into your bank account
as well. This article focuses on the full size pickup formerly known as the Dodge Ram pickup
and now known as the RAM pickup. When it starts to go, it wreaks havoc on any and every
function that requires electrical input. When the TIPM starts to go out:. Most of these issues
make it hard, or just plain embarrassing, to drive the truck, but the unreliability of airbag
deployment is a life-threatening danger. Sometimes you can correct the issues by re-flashing
and re-configuring the modules, or replacing the relays. Complete replacement is the only
option in many cases. If your or other RAM in this model year range stalls when stopping, stalls
at idle, or seizes up unexpectedly, you may have one of the most commonly reported problems
for these trucks â€” cam and lifter failure. This issue can potentially affect all late models. All
cams wear out eventually, but a huge number of RAM owners report severe problems with well
under 75, miles on the vehicle. The most common report is of the 3 or 2 cylinder misfiring, in
combination with lifters seizing up. In these cases, the cam often shows premature wear and
one or more lobes may be heavily grooved and damaged. Unfortunately, this problem is often
prohibitively expensive to fix once the truck is out of warranty. The availability of replacement
parts is an issue too, as the problem is so widespread that the required components are often
on backorder, even as recently as One of the most irritating RAM problems also plagues other
model years. Body structure should be the least of your worries if your car is less than 10 or so
years old, yet s are known for less-than-stellar construction. Some of the issues on newer RAM
trucks include:. In addition to being ugly, body structure problems can quickly compromise
vehicle safety. Multiple coolant leaks are one of the more common RAM problems, as well as
affecting model years The sources of coolant leaks can be gaskets, the heater hose, hoses to
the water pump or problems with the water pump itself. This can be one of the more irritating
problems to fix because the source of the leak is not always apparent. That and the fact that
these leaks tend to recur also means repair costs are tough to estimate. Problems in the
transmission range from causing slight annoyance to making the truck dangerous to drive.
There are a variety of ways transmission issues show up in these trucks, including:. In many
cases, both owners and dealerships have a hard time diagnosing and fixing these critical
issues. Even when the problem is pinpointed correctly, owners have reported frustration with
necessary parts being on backorder for months at a time. Transmission issues are one of the
leading reasons owners trade their trucks in or pursue lemon law claims. While many of the
same problems persist across generations, some issues affect Dodge Rams more than others.
The common problems range from quick fixes to significant part replacements that may not be
worth the time and money if your Ram is toward the older end of the generation. A bad or failing
manifold leads to decreased engine performance, and broken manifold bolts are common in
Dodge Ram s of all ages. The most common symptom of broken or degraded bolts is a ticking
sound on cold starts, frequently heard from the passenger side of the truck. The source of the
sound is a cold manifold with damaged bolts, which allows gases to seep around the bolts
rather than through the exhaust system as designed. Luckily, this issue is relatively easy to fix
or have repaired. However, some owners report having to get their manifold bolts replaced
multiple times. There appears to be a real quality control issue for Dodge in these bolts, and
owners have been stuck with the bill. The cost of repair depends on how many new bolts are
required and whether old bolts are difficult to remove. Sometimes the bolt head will degrade so
much that it breaks off, leaving the rest of the bolt stuck and in need of expertise to remove.
There are a significant number of owners dealing with Dodge Ram transmission problems, and
Dodge Ram transmission shifting problems are incredibly common as well. Transmission
issues â€” particularly Dodge Ram transmission problems â€” are equally common. Some
Dodge Ram s stall when braking and at idle, as well. The transmission may also slip or refuse to
shift at all, which is one of the main Dodge Ram transmission shifting problems. The dash will
start with a few cracks that widen over time, often with chunks of plastic breaking off
completely. Dodge has never formally acknowledged this happening, and owners rarely ever get

any assistance from the manufacturer. Although this problem is present in models to , the
highest rate of reports is in the model years. The worst issues occur when the rain hits â€” your
whole interior can get wet, and if it stays that way for a while, mold will form, eventually ruining
the interior of your truck. Luckily, window seals are an easy DIY fix with any number of adhesive
kits. Lighting issues are common in Dodge Ram trucks and are one of the most frequently-cited
Dodge Ram electrical problems specifically. Owners find that their headlights, taillights or turn
signals suddenly stop working, causing irritation at best and a safety hazard at worst. In some
cases, the issue is caused by pinched wiring in the trailer hitch. These cases are easy to identify
since the lights shut off immediately after attaching the trailer. Other times, the issue is yet
another symptom of problems with the TIPM. As with the most Dodge trucks, Dodge Rams are
known for rotting away well before their time. The more common body issues on Dodge Ram
trucks include:. These rust problems start out as a bubble or two in the paint, and then quickly
turn into widespread cancer. And, as soon as you see that first paint bubble, fix it. The Dodge
Ram trucks are notorious for wearing through front wheel bearings. Wheel bearing replacement
in the Dodge Ram seems to be the most prevalent starting around 75, miles. If you notice this
type of noise, have it checked immediately. This could be extremely dangerous, especially at
highway speeds. For example, many owners report the Dodge Ram stalls while driving. Here are
three of the issues that are common to find in Rams. Rams from this generation, especially the ,
have a particularly nasty problem with sludge buildup in the engine. This notorious issue can
blow the engine or lead to other problems like drops in oil pressure or overheating due to the
radiator bursting from backpressure. Unfortunately, since this issue takes a while to build up,
the end result of engine failure usually appears after the warranty is up. Depending on the
condition of the rest of the truck this may not be a worthwhile investment. Engine components
get leaky in older trucks, and the Ram is no exception. Many owners in this model year bracket
experience excessive oil consumption, sometimes up to a quart every 50 miles. The truck may
burn oil rather than leaking. Gas mileage can be cut in half, and oil pressure may suddenly drop
before coming back up again. Luckily, this is a relatively easy fix. Replacing the plenum gasket
often does the trick at a cost of just a few dollars if you do it yourself. However, the engine
problems that many Dodge Rams tend to have can result in too much fuel entering the
converter. It can form a coating on the catalyst and prevent the converter from working or cause
it to overheat. The truck might lose power, you might hear some rattling, and the check engine
light may come on. The exhaust might have an unusual smell, too. Dodge is the product of two
brothers and more than a century of innovation. Horace E. Dodge and John F. Dodge started out
making bicycles, and at the turn of the 20th century, they opened their first machine shop. They
started out making stove parts and branched out to auto components, selling them to the Ford
Motor Company among others. Both brothers died in , but by then, Dodge was already one of
the biggest players in the industry. Chrysler purchased Dodge in Over a couple of decades,
trucks began getting their own designs for chassis and body, as differentiation was needed in
the growing market. Light and medium-duty trucks were the first Dodges offered, with
heavy-duty models appearing throughout the s and s. The Warren Truck Assembly plant opened
in Michigan in , and Dodge still makes trucks there today. The B series was designed to replace
the prewar Dodge truck in a manner that appealed to civilians. It came in several variations. The
C series was a complete redesign of the Dodge truck, with high-visibility wraparound
windshields. Dodge has always been ahead of the game in terms of putting amenities in its
trucks. In the later 70s, Dodge went after the people who wanted their trucks to be fun as well as
functional. Dodge had some financial issues throughout the 80s, but two things helped revive
the brand. The first was the addition of the reliable Cummins B Series turbo-diesel in In , Dodge
spun their trucks off into the Ram brand. Today, Ram trucks are known for having some of the
best amenities and infotainment systems in the industry â€” making them the prime choice for
people who want a luxury feel to their trucks. When you need auto body repair panels and parts
for your Dodge Ram, come to Raybuck. We have a wide selection of repair panels for your or
Ram Whether you need cab corners , rocker panels , truck bed panels or another part, we have
you covered with parts to replace your damaged or rusted panels. Our parts are made using the
latest in cutting-edge technology, and continuously update our product line to ensure you get
only the best parts in the industry. The panels you get from Raybuck offer perfect fitment and
durability thanks to the use of heavy-gauge stamped steel and 3D scans of an original part
during the manufacturing process. I have a and it seems I have the hard shift to stop when
coming to a stop both in no incline and on hill. On hills seem worse and more consistent to get.
I have had both diff fluids replaced as well as transfer case fluid replaced. They told me you
cannot replace the transmission fluid as it is sealed off for life. Engine light came on in my
dodge when passenger opened door while in drive and the truck died. I got a Dodge Ram it
burns oil.. The 4 actuators have been replaced and nothing is clogging the vent areas behind

and under the dashboard. Have a sluggish shifting in the transmission of my ram 5. Only has
22, miles. Any ideas? Hi Eddie. That could be a number of things. I would start by checking the
cabin air filter. It may need to be replaced. Or, if someone removed it, you may just need to
install one. I would check coils on cylinders having miss if not mistaken there is issues with
them going bad and losing spark when warm. My 4. Hi Charlene. I do not know where you can
get a full replacement dash. If tour looking for a 1st 2nd 3rd gen cluster out of luck. Dodge
discontinued them. Replacement clusters cannot be programmed to the truck! Send off for
repair or fix yourself. Your email address will not be published. Due to shipper and supplier
delays, your order may take longer to arrive. Thanks for your patience. Search Articles:. The
horn may go off at random. Power windows will stop working or start opening themselves. The
fuel pump may not shut off when the vehicle does. Doors may lock and unlock themselves.
Coolant fans may stop operating. The ABS may have problems. The radio may randomly shut
off while driving. Cam and Lifter Failure If your or other RAM in this model year range stalls
when stopping, stalls at idle, or seizes up unexpectedly, you may have one of the most
commonly reported problems for these trucks â€” cam and lifter failure. Some of the issues on
newer RAM trucks include: Tailgates falling open at random due to faulty lock mechanisms.
Bumper holes drilled too large. Defective painting with bubbles underneath. Rusting, especially
on bolts and bumpers. Rotting of the outer wheelhouse and upper wheel arch area of the bed.
Coolant Leaks Multiple coolant leaks are one of the more common RAM problems, as well as
affecting model years There are a variety of ways transmission issues show up in these trucks,
including: Slow starts. Engine running rough. Bumping hard into 1st gear. Jerk when shifting
from 1st to 2nd. Slipping into gear when in traffic. Hard downshift to stop when slowing down.
Exhaust Manifold Bolts A bad or failing manifold leads to decreased engine performance, and
broken manifold bolts are common in Dodge Ram s of all ages. Engine and Transmission Issues
There are a significant number of owners dealing with Dodge Ram transmission problems, and
Dodge Ram transmission shifting problems are incredibly common as well. Lighting Issues
Lighting issues are common in Dodge Ram trucks and are one of the most frequently-cited
Dodge Ram electrical problems specifically. The more common body issues on Dodge Ram
trucks include: Rotting of the outer wheelhouse and upper wheel arch a
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rea of the bed. Rotting of both driver and passenger side cab corners. Rotting of both driver
and passenger side rocker panels, typically starting across the lower door weatherstrip seal.
Rotting of the oil pain. Wheel Bearings The Dodge Ram trucks are notorious for wearing
through front wheel bearings. Motor Sludge Rams from this generation, especially the , have a
particularly nasty problem with sludge buildup in the engine. Manifold Gasket Leaks Engine
components get leaky in older trucks, and the Ram is no exception. B Series to Dodge Trucks
The B series was designed to replace the prewar Dodge truck in a manner that appealed to
civilians. B1-T: Variation with a semi-truck cab. B1-V: Van variation. C Series to Dodge Trucks
The C series was a complete redesign of the Dodge truck, with high-visibility wraparound
windshields. Any thoughts? Any idea why my ram has white particales blowing from under
hood and into cab? Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

